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Are You Ready to Join the "American Idle"?
Preparing for retirement is a bit like performing on ABCs hit show, American Idol. Just as Idols must have
talent and stage presence, Pre-Retired Idles must create a plan, invest and stay on track. Saving for your life of
leisure is a big-time responsibility, but you can get there. Have confidence!

Timely Tips For Building Wealth
While history does not predict future results and although they involve risks, stocks and bonds have tended to
earn substantial gains over long periods. From 1950 to 2009, the S&P 500 Index returned 11.0% a year on
average, despite losing 1% in the 2000s.

Weekly Market Commentary | Week of May 31, 2011
The Queen Elizabeth 2 ocean liner, often referred to simply as the "QE2", was the flagship of the fleet. As her
cruising days drew to a close and she embarked on her final voyage she ran aground on a sandbank near the
Isle of Wight.
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June 2011 from Feiertag Financial Services

Thank you for your business and trust throughout the year. It has been quite some time since we evaluated your financial
plan. As we have discussed, it is important to review your accounts periodically to make sure you are still on track to
meet your goals.

When we mapped your investment objectives, we discussed your goals, time horizons, and comfort with investment risk.
Take a moment to think about any changes in your life that may have occurred recently. Examples of events that may
warrant a review of your portfolio include: change in employment status, graduations, change in family size, or job
promotions or raises.

A financial check-up is simply an opportunity for us to review your portfolio in light of your current financial needs. If
your circumstances have changed, we can talk and re-map your investment strategy and make appropriate adjustments to
your allocation of assets to help keep you on the road to your financial destination. Perhaps nothing has changed - and
that's all right - we can still review ways to maintain or strengthen your plan. Remember, effective investing requires
discipline and commitment.

Please call my office at 800-252-4276 to schedule your check-up. I look forward to speaking with you again soon.

We always appreciate referrals from our satisfied clients and their friends, business partners, and family members. We
welcome the opportunity to serve the people you care about. Please visit our website ( ) and ifwww.stevenfeiertag.com
you like what you see, pass this on to your contacts. Thank you for your continued business and support.

Feiertag Financial Services

Steven I Feiertag, CFP®

Registered Representative, LPL Financial

2107 Reston Circle

Royal Palm Beach, FL 33411

800-252-4276

steven.feiertag@LPL.com

www.steven.feiertag.com

 

Securities offered through LPL Financial. Member FINRA/SIPC.

 

The opinions voiced in this material are for general information only and are not intended to provide specific advice or
recommendations for any individual. To determine which investment(s) may be appropriate for you, consult your
financial advisor prior to investing.

 

LPL Tracking Number 733967

http://www.stevenfeiertag.com/
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Are You Ready to Join the "American Idle"?

 
Follow these three simple steps to retirement success

Preparing for retirement is a bit like performing on ABC's hit show, "American Idol." Just as "Idols" must have talent and
stage presence, "Pre-Retired Idles" must create a plan, invest and stay on track. Saving for your life of leisure is a
big-time responsibility, but you can get there. Have confidence!

Step 1: Start with a plan - Dream big, but make saving a priority

Before saving for retirement, commit to spending less than you save, pay off high-interest debt, and start an emergency
fund. The important thing is to begin planning and saving now, because there's a big cost if you wait even one year. Look
how much money a 26-year-old, contributing $100 per month, gives up by waiting:

The Cost of Waiting

Your Starting Age: 25  

Your Contributions by Age 65: $48,000 

Your Account Value at Age 65: $324,180 
 

Your Starting Age: 26

Your Contributions by Age 65: $46,800 

Your Account Value at Age 65: $299,008 

The Cost of Waiting One Year: $25,172

Examples shown are hypothetical and are not representative of any specific situation and are not indicative of future
predictions of the performance of any investments. Your results will vary. All income is assumed reinvested.

This is a hypothetical illustration intended to show how a one-year delay in investing might affect participant account
values. It is not intended to depict the performance of any particular security or investment plan. Assumes monthly
contributions of $100, an annual 8% hypothetical rate of return, retirement at age 65, and no withdrawals. Savings totals
do not reflect any fees/expenses. The accumulations shown above would be reduced if these fees had been deducted.
Source:  Kmotion, Inc., 2011.

Step 2: Invest - The right mix can aid account performance

Just as a singer's range and audience are important to song selection, you'll want to pick a mix of investments that suits
your age, risk tolerance and long-term goals.

" Time…is on my side"

If you're just starting your career, you can make the right savings choices right off the bat. But even if you're closer in age
to the Rolling Stones than Carrie Underwood, it's easy to get started. If you're young, you may be able to put more money
in stock funds because you can ride out the market's ups and downs. As you approach retirement, you'll likely want to
shift your mix more to bond funds and cash to protect your savings. As a rule of thumb, some financial experts
recommend that your percentage in stocks be equal to 100 minus your age.

Bothered by butterflies?

Risk is a fact of performing-and investing. As you create your retirement plan, dial in how much risk you're willing to
take.

A conservative investor is usually not comfortable seeing plan values go down, and tends to invest in bonds and
cash. Bonds have somewhat less risk, but also generally offer less return. Cash equivalent investments are
considered very safe, but produce little return.
A moderate investor accepts some ups and downs so long as his or her plan grows modestly over time. An even
balance between bonds and stocks may be appropriate. Stocks historically have produced the highest returns, but
also carry the greatest risk.
If you are comfortable having greater peaks and valleys in your plan while pursuing potentially bigger rewards,
you are probably a more aggressive investor and may be able to devote more of your plan to stocks.

Judging performance

Knowing what type of investor you are will help you decide how to divide your money among stocks, bonds and cash.
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This is called asset allocation, and it helps determine your plan's performance over time.  It also can help ensure that you
are well diversified. Diversification  is like putting your retirement eggs in many baskets. When you diversify across
domestic stocks, international stocks, bonds, and cash, you may reduce the negative impact from a drop in one
investment.

Step 3: Stay on track - Rebalance, save on schedule and keep things simple

Rebalancing keeps your plan from getting too "pitchy." Once a year, make sure your account is not out of whack by
having too much in bonds or stocks (see our Q&A on p. 4 for helpful rebalancing tips). Invest an affordable amount
regularly-every paycheck. Keep your retirement plan simple. Only invest in funds that you understand. Always consider
increasing contributions to your plan: just look at how increases add up!

Amp Up Your Savings (Bar Chart?)

Amount of Monthly
Increase

Growth Potential $25 $50 $75 $100

After 10 Years $4,604 $9,208 $13,812 $18,416

After 20 Years $14,824 $29,648 $44,472 $59,296

After 30 Years $37,507 $75,014 $112,521 $150,028

"What-if" scenario assumes an annual return of 8 percent (compounded monthly) in a tax-deferred account and is
intended to illustrate the effect of increasing monthly contributions. It is neither based on any specific investment or
savings strategy, nor predictive of returns, which are not guaranteed. Most 401(k) investments move up and down with
the market over time, producing better or worse actual returns for you. Savings totals do not reflect any fees/expenses.
Accumulations shown would be reduced if these fees had been deducted.

Congratulations! You're on your way to becoming an American Idle!

LPL Compliance # 727431

A key 1991 study showed that 90% of the variation in your investment return will come from asset allocation, rather than
the performance of individual securities. Brinson, et al., “Determinants of Portfolio Performance,” Financial Analysts
Journal, May-June 1991.

[1] Although a diversified portfolio may carry less risk and smooth your returns over time, it cannot protect against
market losses. An investment in cash equivalent securities is not insured or guaranteed by the FDIC, NCUA or any other
government agency.  Although the goal exists to preserve the value of your investment at a constant dollar rate, it is
possible to lose money by investing in these securities. Bonds are subject to market and interest rate risk if sold prior to
maturity.  Selling bonds prior to maturity may make the actual yield differ from their advertised yield and may involve a
loss or gain.  Bond values will decline as interest rates rise and are subject to availability and change in price. General
risks inherent to investments in stocks include the fluctuation of market prices and dividend, loss of principal, market
price at sell may be more or less than initial cost and potential illiquidity of the investment in a falling market. Investing
in foreign securities involve special additional risks. These risks include, but are not limited to, currency risk, political
risk, and risk associated with varying accounting standards. Investing in emerging markets may accentuate these risks.
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Timely Tips For Building Wealth

 
Timely Tips For Building Wealth: When trying to build wealth, put time to good use

Start Early and Benefit from Compound Returns

While history does not predict future results and although they involve risks, stocks and bonds have tended to earn
substantial gains over long periods. From 1950 to 2009, the S&P 500 Index returned 11.0% a year on average, despite
losing 1% in the 2000s.1 The longer your money is invested, the greater the opportunity for it to grow and for its earnings
to compound. Look at the growth of $10,000 at a modest return of 6% a year, which would double every 12 years:

$10,000 doubles…  to $20,000 in 12 years
Then, $20,000 doubles  to $40,000 in 24 years
$40,000 doubles  to $80,000 in 36 years
$80,000 doubles  to $160,000 in 48 years

Tap into Tax-Deferred Growth

When you invest in a tax-deferred savings account, such as a 401(k) plan, you don't pay tax on your investment earnings
each year. With all of your money working for you, it can grow much faster than if it were taxed each year.

Ride the Dips and Peaks with Dollar-Cost Averaging

Dollar-cost averaging is a great way to instill discipline by investing a certain amount regularly, such as once a month.
Also, dollar-cost averaging lets you ride the market's ups and downs. The more time you have, the less concerned you
may be with volatility because you can see every dip as a bargain or buying opportunity. For the same amount of money,
you can buy more shares at a lower price per share. Dollar cost averaging does not ensure a profit or protect against a loss
in declining markets.

Let Your Time Horizon Shape Your Investment Mix

When you save for longer periods, it's easier to live with greater volatility. Investing in stocks or stock funds is more
appropriate over 30 years, for example, than a 5- to 10-year time horizon. There can be a greater chance for your money
to earn a higher rate of return if you invest more aggressively.

Next Steps:

1) Review your account and your budget: Could you save more? If you save $10 more a week, that's $500 a year. And
that can grow into thousands of dollars over time.

2) Review your investments' performance: Are they competitive with their peers (similar types of investments)?
Rebalance or transfer into another fund if you have to. Be sure to focus on long enough periods-several years at least-to
make fair judgments. But do this regularly so that if there is a problem, you can address it in a timely way.

3) Estimate your retirement expenses and needs: As retirement approaches, look at each expense category, and see if that
expense will increase, decrease or stay roughly the same after you retire. Medical costs might rise, but transportation may
go down and your rent or mortgage may be lower or non-existent. Step up your savings if you need to.

Kmotion, Inc., P.O. Box 1456, Tualatin, OR 97062; www.kmotion.com

© 2011 Kmotion, Inc. This newsletter is a publication of Kmotion, Inc., whose role is solely that of publisher. The
articles and opinions in this newsletter are those of Kmotion. The articles and opinions are for general information only
and are not intended to provide specific advice or recommendations for any individual. Nothing in this publication shall
be construed as providing investment counseling or directing employees to participate in any investment program in any
way. Please consult your financial advisor or other appropriate professional for further assistance with regard to your
individual situation.

LPL Compliance # 713468

http://www.kmotion.com/
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Weekly Market Commentary | Week of May 31, 2011

 

Highlights

•As the grand ocean liner the QE2 embarked on her final voyage, she ran aground on a sandbank near the Isle of Wight.

•Might the markets run aground on unseen risks as the Fed's flagship QE2 program comes to its finish at the end of June?

•We do not think so, the economy is much better equipped to handle unseen risks than after the end of QE1.

•The real issue for the post-QE2 environment may be the financial position of the United States and the outlook for fiscal,
rather than monetary, policy.

The Final Voyage of QE2

The Queen Elizabeth 2 ocean liner, often referred to simply as the "QE2", was the flagship of the fleet. As her cruising
days drew to a close and she embarked on her final voyage she ran aground on a sandbank near the Isle of Wight.

As of June 30, the Federal Reserve (Fed) will have completed its flagship stimulus program of $600 billion in purchases
of Treasuries that began in November 2010. As we approach the end of this program, known as Quantitative Easing 2
(QE2), we seek to answer the questions:

•Did QE2 keep the economy afloat?

•Might the markets run aground on unseen risks as QE2 draws to a close?

•Will it be smooth sailing for the markets after the end of QE2?

QE2 was intended to put downward pressure on interest rates. In turn, this would keep mortgage rates low to make
housing more affordable and keep corporate borrowing costs down to encourage hiring and investment. These easier
financing conditions were intended to boost the economy, stock market, and consumer confidence leading to a transition
from policy-aided recovery to independently sustainable economic growth.

As the final voyage of QE2 is completed by the Fed this month, the evidence is mixed when it comes to judging its
achievements:

•Interest rates did not fall, but may be lower than they would be if the Fed had not acted. The yield on the 10-year
Treasury note was at 2.64% on August 27 when Fed chairman Ben Bernanke first opened the door to another round of
bond buying. By the time the program set sail in November the yield began to move up eventually reaching 3.74% before
settling back to around 3.05%.

•Despite historically low mortgage rates, mortgage purchase applications have been weak. Even worse, housing activity
deteriorated with existing home sales and prices renewing their declines.

•Corporate bond yields fell, supporting growth initiatives. This was true even for the riskiest companies as the yield on
high-yield bonds, often called junk bonds, slid to the lowest yields in history. Corporate hiring finally reached and
maintained the key threshold of 200,000 new jobs per month in February, shortly after QE2 began.

•Although not a stated objective of QE2, the most notable outcome we had anticipated was a weaker dollar. The rise in
commodity prices reduced the risk of deflation, a major concern of the Fed. The dollar decline helped to lift commodity
prices and make U.S. exports more attractive.

•Stock prices rose as corporate earnings growth remained robust and appeared increasingly sustainable as companies
began to reinvest in capital and labor.

As QE2 ends, many fear a repeat of the environment that unfolded after the end of QE1 back in the spring of 2010 when
the markets pulled back and the economy slowed. However, there is a big difference in backdrop between now and when
QE1 ended. The big event for the markets and economy in the spring of 2010 was not the end of QE1, but the unrelated
eruption of the European debt market. The economic data softened and markets pulled back sharply as the fear grew that
a debt meltdown in Europe would reignite a global banking crisis. While European debt problems have once again
intensified as QE2 is drawing to a close, economic conditions are more robust in the United States than a year ago and
better able to withstand any pressures. As we highlighted in last week's commentary:

•A year ago as QE1 ended, the economy had shed jobs during 10 of the prior 12 months, whereas this year new jobs have
been added in every one of the past twelve months totaling 1.7 million.

•Deflation was a major concern of policy makers a year ago as QE1 ended with the year-over-year change in the
Consumer Price Index (CPI) sliding to 1.1% by June, in sharp contrast CPI is now in line with the 30-year average of
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3.2%.

•In the spring of last year as QE1 was winding down, business lending was falling at a 20% year-over-year pace as
businesses were unwilling to borrow and bank credit standards were tight. Now commercial and industrial loan demand
has turned positive as businesses seek to fund growth and banks have eased standards.

The most important conditions are much better now than a year ago and better able to sustain growth, and shocks from
the emergence of unseen risks, in the absence of further QE2 support from the Fed. The widely anticipated end of QE2 is
unlikely to be a major turning point for the markets. Only after the Fed actually begins to unwind the program by selling
the bonds it has purchased, draining the economy of the stimulus it has provided, and eventually begins to raise interest
rates will the drags on growth begin to test the economy. While the exact timing will be dependent upon a number of
factors, including the budget battles in Washington, that test is unlikely to come until 2012.

 

In the minutes from the April FOMC meeting released on May 18, 2011, the Fed gave some discussion of its plan to
decommission QE2 and how it may offload the heavy cargo of bonds it has accumulated. They also noted that this
"normalization strategy" was subject to economic conditions and unlikely to begin any time soon. In fact, they committed
to continue reinvesting interest and principal repayments to maintain a constant $2.6 trillion in bonds on their balance
sheet on an ongoing basis after QE2 ends at the end of this month.

The final voyage of QE2 does not prompt us to change our outlook. While interest rates are likely to rise modestly, we do
not anticipate a spike resulting from the lack of Fed buying that would put the economy at risk. In the months ahead, we
continue to forecast slightly below average economic growth, range bound performance for stocks and bonds, a slightly
weaker dollar and modest gains for commodity prices. However, the other policy transition taking place this summer may
have more of an impact. The budget and debt ceiling debate may be of more importance since fiscal policy could tighten
sharply or a failure to control the deficit could spike interest rates, in either case putting the economy at risk.

The QE2, decommissioned in 2008 and now retired from sailing, sits with her future in doubt over the poor financial
position of her owner. The real issue for the post-QE2 environment may be the financial position of the U.S. and the
outlook for fiscal, rather than monetary, policy.

 

IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES

This research material has been prepared by LPL Financial.

The Federal Reserve is the central bank of the United States. Its unique structure includes a federal government agency,
the Board of Governors, in Washington, D.C., and 12 regional Reserve Banks (Atlanta, Boston, Chicago, Cleveland,
Dallas, Kansas City, Minneapolis, New York, Philadelphia, Richmond, San Francisco, and St. Louis).

High yield/junk bonds (grade BB or below) are not investment grade securities, and are subject to higher interest rate,
credit, and liquidity risks than those graded BBB and above. They generally should be part of a diversified portfolio for
sophisticated investors.

The market value of corporate bonds will fluctuate, and if the bond is sold prior to maturity, the investors' yield may
differ from the advertised yield.

A commodity is a basic good used in commerce that is interchangeable with other commodities of the same type.
Commodities are most often used as inputs in the production of other goods or services. The quality of a given commodity
may differ slightly, but it is essentially uniform across producers.

Quantitative Easing is a government monetary policy occasionally used to increase the money supply by buying
government securities or other securities from the market. Quantitative easing increases the money supply by flooding
financial institutions with capital in an effort to promote increased lending and liquidity.

The Consumer Price Index (CPI) is a measure of the average change over time in the prices paid by urban consumers for
a market basket of consumer goods and services.

Stock investing may involve risk including loss of principal.

The fast price swings in commodities and currencies will result in significant volatility in an investor's holdings.

Tracking # 734062 | Exp. 05/12
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The opinions voiced in this material are for general information only and are not intended to provide specific advice or
recommendations for any individual. To determine which investment(s) may be appropriate for you, consult your
financial advisor prior to investing. All performance referenced is historical and is no guarantee of future results. All
indices are unmanaged and cannot be invested into directly.

LPL Financial, Member FINRA/SIPC
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